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Optimal Control of an Under-Actuated System for
Landing With Desired Postures
Eileen Chih-Ying Yang, Paul C.-P. Chao, and Cheng-Kuo Sung

Abstract—Control over landing posture can effectively prevent
structural damage when a portable device is accidentally dropped.
Given size and cost constraints, the number of actuators should
be limited. This paper presents an optimal posture control method
that allows an under-actuated system to land with the desired posture. A simplified model of a portable computer/telephone is considered, comprising two rigid bodies and an active joint. The objective is to minimize the input torque produced by the actuator to
achieve the desired posture. A two-point boundary value problem
is formulated; i.e., the initial and final angular positions and velocities are predetermined, and the inequality constraints are established on the basis of the capacity of the actuator and acceptable
level of state variables. In the numerical analysis, the backwardsweep algorithm is applied to determine the appropriate Lagrange
multiplier, and the falling dynamics are explored using MATLAB.
The optimal controller design is presented, together with simulation results confirming that the system is capable of performing
landing posture control with minimum input torque.
Index Terms—Nonlinear dynamics, posture control, underactuator.

I. INTRODUCTION
MALL dimensions portable electronic devices, such as
cellular phones, are more prevalent in recent years. However, the unpredicted falling of cellular phones often occurs
during common operation, and the fatal damage is usually
caused by an impact at the landing instant. Therefore, raising
the strength against impact damages is one of the most important design specifications for electronic devices. In general,
the impact defense of electronic equipment is achieved by enhancing strength of the structure or by adding energy-absorbing
material in fragile domains. The related works [1]–[4] have
been focused on framework improving to absorb the energy
caused by the drop, i.e., altering geometry design at particular locations or adding damping materials is the widespread
solution for guarding structural integrity while impacting the
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ground at falling. It is called “passive” impact defense. The
magnitude of the stress occurred at the impacted region depends
on the falling conditions, such as height, releasing postures,
and initial velocity. However, the passive landing control may
not function adequately for various falling conditions that
are incalculable in nature. This study intends to provide an
active posture control scheme to allow the twin-body system
impacting the land with the desired posture.
This idea originates from the well-known falling cat problem
[5]–[7]. The dynamics of this problem is regarded as that with
nonholonomic constraint. Chen et al. [5] established the dynamic equation by the condition of zero angular momentum.
Weng et al. [6] used final-state control to compute the input
torque for the cat robot. The cat robot had been created by
Kawamura et al. [7]. For similar investigation about posture
control, Agrawal et al. [8], [9] proposed the design of a hovering
vehicle with biaxial rotation and motion control resembling that
of a planar biped.
The authors considered a 2-rotational-degrees-of-freedom
(DOFs) twin-body system, which is in fact a particular cellular
phone model consisted of two rigid bodies and an active joint
with two relative DOFs [10]. Corresponding with these two
DOFs, two actuators are employed to provide orthogonal
torques to realize the inclination between two bodies and
rotation through self-axis, respectively. The desired landing
postures were achieved by employing computed torque method,
PD control, and sliding-mode control. However, these controllers only controlled two DOFs of the dynamics, the relative
angular positions between two bodies; while the contacting
point during the landing instant was not controlled.
In this study, optimal control is applied to achieve landing
with the desired posture or impact point/region, and the objective of optimal control is to minimize the input torque. In
addition, two-point boundary conditions of the system should
be considered, and they consist of three parts: 1) the initial
angular positions and velocities, which are defined according
to the falling conditions; 2) the final angular positions of the
L-body, which determine the point/edge/face subjected to
the landing impact; 3) all the final angular velocities, which
influence the impact energy at the landing instant. A controller
with three input torques is generally adopted to satisfy these
constraints at the landing instant, which are three angular
positions and five angular velocities. However, an active joint
having three orthogonal torques is typically too complex to be
installed in a portable device. In addition, a system with three
rotational DOFs will have a larger coupling force/torque, which
will cause the system to be uncontrollable, and the control input
would increase to cancel the coupling effect [11].
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Herein, we attempt to control the system using only two input
torques, and this system constitutes to an under-actuated control problem. The optimal control is adopted to minimize the
input energy, and it can be categorized into a two-point boundary
constraint optimal problem. To solve the control problem, the
kinematics of the twin-body system is first established with five
coordinates and Euler angles, and the equations governing the
dynamics of twin-body system are derived based on the Lagrange–Euler formulation. The necessary equations of optimal
control programming are then constructed according the control objective and constraints. The backward-sweep algorithm is
adopted to obtain the optimal control gain in numerical analysis,
and the system dynamics are expressed using MATLAB simulations. Accordance with simulations, the optimal control is feasible for the landing with desired posture of the under-actuated
system.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND DYNAMICS
The twin-body system representing a cellular phone with two
relative rotational degrees of freedom (RDOFs) is illustrated in
Fig. 1. It consists of two identical rectangular rigid bodies and
a two-RDOF active joint connecting them. For convenience of
the ensuing analysis, one of the bodies is named “R-body,” while
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another is “L-body.” Herein, the dimensions and materials of the
two bodies are assumed the same for the sake of simplicity. The
relative motions between the two bodies can then be realized
by installing two orthogonal motors to offer actuating torques
along two RDOFs.
Fig. 1 shows notations for the coordinate systems of the twobody system. Five sets of Cartesian coordinates are defined.
Two coordinate systems are parallel to the ground coordinates
: 1) the joint coordinates
with origin
fixed
to the rotational center of the joint and 2) the mass center coorwith origin
at the combined mass center
dinates
of the twin bodies. The origin
moves due to gravity,
, and external force,
. In this paper, the
, the linear
system is cogitated as free fall
can be formulated as
. The other
motion of
two coordinates are body-fixed ones: 1) the L-body coordinates
with origin
fixed to the mass center of the L-body
with origin
fixed
and 2) the R-body coordinates
to the mass center of the R-body. The -, -, and -axis of Rand L-body coordinates are considered as the direction along
the width-, length-, and thick-edge of bodies, respectively.
In this paper, we assume that the free-falling is ideal, which
indicates, during falling process, the gravitational force only
falling
causes the mass-center coordinate system
along
-axis. Therefore, we consider the posture variation
of the system based on the rotational motions, and the height
is considered by the elapse time (
,
is the initial height). For describing the rotational motions of
the system, five Euler angles,
,
,
,
, and
, are
defined as shown in Fig. 2. L-body moves in three rotational
, with respect to joint coordinates, and
DOFs,
they are defined in accordance with 123-Euler angle, i.e., they
-, -, and
-axis. Two angles
rotate respectively through
defined as the relative angles between two body coordinates
and
, and they rotate about
- and
are captured by
-axis. Based on the aforementioned definition, the transition
matrices of these coordinates can be written as shown in (1)–(3)
,
,
at the bottom of the page, where
, and
.
Equations of motion are derived following the standard
procedure of robotic modeling, which starts with considering
the twin-body system as one of robot manipulators and then
applying Lagrange–Euler formulation [12]. In this way, the
robot manipulator of the model in Fig. 2 has three links: one

(1)
(2)

(3)
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the gravity. The mass center velocity and acceleration of two
bodies are the first and second derivatives of the above, that is
(6)
Based on previous definitions of rotation angles, the angular velocities of two bodies can be written as (7) and (8) shown at the
bottom of the page. From basic dynamics, the total kinetic and
potential energy can be written as

(9)
Fig. 2. Equivalent manipulator of twin-body system.

(10)

virtual link, which is massless and inertialess, and two realistic
, and
links. The virtual link, link-J, is defined as the point
the two realistic links are L-body and R-body. There are three
joints connecting links: 1) a 3-translational-DOF joint, connecting the ground and Link-OJ; 2) 3-rotational-DOF one, the
link and L-body; and 3) a 2-rotational-DOF one, L-body and
R-body. Based on the previous definitions of coordinates, the
, from point
to point
and observed in ground
vector
coordinates, and the vector
, from point
to point
and observed from ground coordinates, can be written as

are the moments of inertia
where is the body mass; and
of the two bodies. Based on Lagrange–Euler formulation, the
Lagrange’s equation can be written as
(11)
;
;
, and and are the input torque via the active
- and -axis. From (11), the dynamic
joint, which are along
equations can be described in matrix form as
where

(12)
where

(4)

(5)

where , , and
are the initial positions of the
observed from ground coordinates; is the length of bodies; is

is the state variables and is defined as
;
is a 5
1 input torque vector
, and
is the input torques via the
active joint, which are along - and -directions of the L-body
coordinates.
is the inertial matrix (the coefficient of the
angular accelerations), a 5 5 positive definite matrix. Moreis a function of angular position, and it will vary with
over,
postures. is the nonlinear term of dynamic equations, which
includes the centripetal and Coriolis force (i.e., , and
).
is decoupling damping matrix, a 5
5 matrix, and it is
the remnant term of the angular velocity coefficient excluding
nonlinear parts. Nevertheless, the detail term of these matrices
are too complex that we can show in this paper. The system is

(7)

(8)
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obviously nonlinear and can be described by a second-order
differential equation with nonholonomic constraints.
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where
(21)

III. OPTIMAL CONTROL
In this study, the landing postures are considered in accordance with controlling angular positions and velocities of
are controlled to achieve
the system, i.e.,
the desired landing posture. However, there are only two independent input torques produced by adopted actuator. The
number of input torque is less than the number of control
variables. The twin-body system can be categorized into a multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) under-actuated nonlinear
mechanical system [13]. For this class of control problems,
some previous researches focused on a 3-DOF robot with a
passive joint [14], [15]. Herein, the optimal control problem
is to minimum input torque and constrained by two-point
boundary conditions. In other words, the optimal performance
index is defined in accordance with the initial/final conditions,
and the actuator capacity. To apply the optimal control, we take
the angular positions and velocities as the state variables, and
the equations of the state variables can be rewritten from (12)

(22)
(23)
For the present twin-body system, we denote the non-dimensional state variables as , and the state equations of the system
can be rewritten as
(24)

(25)
Next, the two-point boundary conditions are defined according to the initial and final conditions. The initial and final
condition denoted by the suffix of and , separately, and they
are described as
(26)

(13)

(27)

Since the difference in magnitude of variables is about
(
;
), non-dimensionalization during optimal programming has been adopted to deal with the problem
during optimal programming. The non-dimensional angular poand , respectively, and they
sitions and time are denoted as
are defined in the following equations:

where is the initial time in non-dimensional;
and , are
and , are final aninitial angular positions and velocities;
gular positions and velocities. The control outputs consist of: 1)
, to designate the impact
the angular positions
point or region at landing instant and 2) the angular velocities
, to reduce the impact energy (that would be decreased if the
angular velocities approach zero). The desired outputs
can
be written in (28)

(14)
(15)
where
tors, and

symbolizes the input-torque capacity of the actuaand
are defined as
(16)
(17)

where and are the mass and length of bodies. According to
the aforementioned definitions, the first and second differentials
of the non-dimensional angular positions are established as

or
or

(18)
(19)

The dynamic equations [see (12)] can then be rewritten in a
non-dimensional form
(20)

(28)
where the desired outputs are defined with the suffix . The constraint functions of the final state with prescribed values can be
described as the function of the condition at the landing instant,
and it is written as
(29)
In addition, the inequality constraint equations are defined according to the capacity of the input torque
, and it is written
as
(30)
The objective of the optimal control scheme is to minimize
the input energy, and the optimal performance index is composed of three factors: 1) the time-invariant equality constraints
; 2) the acceptable level of the angular poat ,
, as inequality constraints; and 3)
sitions and velocities,
the input energy,
. The last two factors are time-varying,
and they should be considered for integration from to with
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an optimal performance index . From the aforementioned description, the optimal performance index , which is expected
to be minimized during the falling process, can be formulated
as

TABLE I
INITIAL STATES AND DESIRED OUTPUTS OF SIMULATIONS

(31)

where
and are both positive semi-definite matrices and
is a positive definite matrix. The components of the matrices
are optimal design parameters and are chosen according to the
.
acceptable levels of , , and
In this optimal control problem, the Hamiltonian equation are
defined by using the Lagrange multiplier to incorporate the dynamic constraint
(32)
1 vector of the Lagrange multiplier. The
where is a 10
differential equation of the Lagrange multiplier can be given
as
(33)
When considering the final condition, the other Lagrange multiplier vector is adopted, and the equation can be written as
(34)
The input torque can be computed from the following algebraic
equation which is established on the basis of the optimal control
law:
(35)
From the above equations, the necessary functions of optimal
programming [(25), (26), (29), and (33)–(35)] are completely
established. The optimal solutions can then be obtained using a
numerical analysis.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In numerical analysis, we adopt the backward-sweep algorithm [16] to obtain an exact vector, and solve the input torques
and stable variables using the necessary functions. The dynamic
analysis of the twin-body system with optimal control is performed using MATLAB simulation. In this paper, the mass and
geometric properties for each body were selected to resemble
objects roughly the size of a cellular phone. We consider the inertia ( and ) in (9) as the value which is similar to the cellular phone, and the input toque would be limited the capability
of actuators installed on the cellular phone in accordance with

modulating the variable in (31). In addition, the feedback information including angular position and velocity can be measured by a three-axis accelerometers fixed on L-body and two
encoders built on motor.
Liquid crystal displays and rotational joints are the more
fragile parts, and they will suffer from irreparable damages after
landing on the ground. In practical applications, the system can
be provided with protection against landing impacts by making
it landing with desired postures. Based on the optimal control,
many falling condition can be controlled to avoid impacting
with fragile parts. However, some falling-conditions are uncontrollable under this optimal control, since the posture control
represents an under-actuator control system, in which the
number of inputs is less than the number of outputs. The exact
control variables for some cases cannot be found in simulation.
For example, when the initial or process conditions are around
to the singular posture, the under-actuator controller cannot be
applied to change the posture. The input torque cannot change
the angular position/velocity observed from the ground (i.e.,
), sine the input torque and these three DOFs are
decoupled in singular posture.
In general, the cellular phone is full-open condition during
calling, and bent while terminating. Therefore, we choose these
two falling condition, which often occurred for the unexpected
falling of cellular phone, to verify the feasibility, and these two
cases are away from singular posture. In Case 1, we imitated the
condition of full-open operation at 1.5 m height, and the desired
posture such that the impact is on the larger area of the cellular
phone battery. In Case 2, we assumed the condition that the cell
phone is already bent and on the way falling to the crash surface
from 1.3 m, and the desired landing posture is considered as
closed postures and landing on the edge without an active joint.
Table I illustrates the initial state variables, desired outputs and
corresponding postures of simulations.
To simplify this problem, in simulations, we consider the two
bodies to be identical, and the inertias of a body through three
directions are also defined to be identical, i.e.,
kg-mm . Since we expect the posture control to be
applied to unexpected falling from a height of 1.5 and 1.3 m, the
time period in MATLAB simulations is considered to be 0.57 and
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS DEFINITION FOR THREE CASES

TABLE III
VARIABLES DEFINITION FOR THREE CASES

0.52 s.
and
represent the non-dimensional parameters,
whereas
and represent the optimal design parameter matrices and are chosen in accordance with the acceptable level of
and . These four parameters are defined to be identical and
are given in Table II. and are the optimal design variables
and are shown in Table III. Figs. 3 and 4 show the simulation
results.
The control system changes the posture to become the desired
landing posture, and the angular velocities of all DOFs become
very close to zero at the final time, thereby reducing the impact energy. The feasibility of the optimal control law applying
to posture control is verified in accordance with above simulations. Nevertheless, the optimal control has some disadvantage
to realize the control system.
The fatal defect of the optimal control is that the Lagrange
multiplier is not easily determined, and the variables need to
reset for each case. To search the exact Lagrange multiplier ,
the initial values should be supposed to begin the backwardsweep algorithm. Then, the finial condition can be derived in accordance with the supposed values, and the difference between
finial and desired condition is calculated. Based on the difference, adopted in next circle is considered, and the is repeatedly revised until the final condition approach to the desired one.
However, the unsuitable initial value would cause the condition of the system to pass through the singularity or to approach infinite angular position/velocity. That would cause the
expected to diverge the exact value in backward-sweep algorithm. In addition, the Lagrange multiplier is an 8 1 vector,
and the eight initial values all need to choose appropriately. It is
a difficult assignment. Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier is
not foraged easily for this optical controller applied in posture
control. In addition, the height for on operating a cellular phone
is usually about 1.3 1.8 m, and the damage may occur when
it falls from a position higher than 0.5 m. Since no sensors can
directly measure the dropping height, we estimate the critical
height that the damage may occur and then design the actuator
and controller that can certainly achieve desired postures before
landing.
In the optimal control, the input torques provided by the active joint cause the relative angular positions and velocities be,
,
, and
. Nevertheless,
tween two bodies, i.e.,

Fig. 3. Simulation results of Case 1: (a) input torque; (b) angular velocity;
(c) angular position.

the conditions of the L-body,
,
,
,
,
, and
,
are affected by the coupling force/torque in accordance with the
angular momentum conservation. These simulations verify that
the conditions of the L-body can be controlled to achieve the
desired condition by using the input torques if the condition is
away from singular conditions. The controller with two input
torque can successfully control the conditions of the L-body,
including three angular position and three angular velocities.
Moreover, the optimal control law can be applied to the posture control of under-actuated systems.
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posture to become the desired landing posture before landing
instant, and the angular velocities of all DOFs are very close
to zero at the final time to reduce the impact energy. The controller with only two input torques can successfully control the
landing posture. The under-actuated control would be more uncomplicated and realizable than the full-actuated one. The optimal control law is proved capable of not only minimizing the
input energy but also controlling the postures of the under-actuated system.
In further, we will make up the experiment, and It is a challenge to realize the posture control in a typical mobile phone.
Nevertheless, this paper proposed a concept that the posture of
a twin-body device can be manipulated by using the proposed
control scheme. We intend to find out the difficulties that hinder
the experiment from realization.
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